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TO EXPLORE THOROUGHLY THE SCRIPTURES AND
THEIR MEANING , . . TO UNDERSTAND AS FULLY AS
POSSI BLE THË WOIILD IN WHICH THE CHURCH
LIVES AND HAS HER MISSION,,, TO PROVIDE A
VEHICLE FOR COMMUNICATI NG THE MEANING OF
GOD,S WORD'I'O OI.JR CONTEMPORARY WORLD.''

'l'he Resboration heritage is nothing
if not ¡ational. Alexander Cat.npbell cut
his theological teeth on John Locke
and the Scots Ratior.ralists, who, in
turn, wete reacting against Calvinistic
inner light notions. Thence to converting folk by logic and debate until we
were rightly accused, in matry instances,
of teaching salvation by l<nowledge,
not faith.
Patsy McCarley's intimate account
of her descent into hell and back (p. 3),
along with the book reviews this month
(p. 20), are from the other side of the
religious psyche. They invite us to feel
our faith, not just think our reasons. I
am convinced that without such excursions, to balance us, Restorationists fall
prey to the uew gnosticism of headonly religion.
And speaking of our heritage, here
is a quote without colrlment from T. R.

Ilurnett, early Restoration journalist:
"There is more joy in a printing office
over orle sinner who pays in advance,
and abuses the editor on every occa'
siotr, than over trinety and nine church
members who take the paper and sing
its praises and puff the editor, but
never conttibute oue cent to keep him
out of the poor-house."
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I know a woman in Christ-and her experience was in the body, God knows-who was
caught up to what may be a kind of third
heaven; but not before being cast down to hell

I am not only borrowing words from Paul
in 2 Corinthians 7. I want also to preserve
the ambiguity of his language, which makes
us ask whether the man he describes is in fact
Paul himself. For the woman I describe experienced these things so profoundly that she
cannot tell of it in the first person. With Paul
again, they are things "which cannot be told"
in conventional autobiography. So I enter
her mind for you as an outsider, yet knowing
her thoughts as one who knows her own. . . .
I know a woman in Christ who was thirtyfour, married to a Christian, and had two
sweet children. From outward appearances
she had the utmost love for her family and
obedience to her God. And indeed this was no
t'mask," for that picture was her own image
Patsy McCatley ís a ho¡nemaker and member and
teacher at the Burl¿e Road Church of Christ in Pasødena, Texas.
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of herself as well. In fact, as she encountered
more and more weaknesses in her fellow Christians, she and her family looked quite good,
morally. And she said to herself and her
friends, "I wonder how that Christian mother
could possibly desert her family like that."
And "I wonder why that teenager can't just
let God help him and give up his dope." And
"Why can't that man see that he is lost, as
long as he practices homosexuality?" And
"Where is that drunken man's will power? He
could and should have stopped his drinking
before he allowed himself to be dragged down
this far."
Now these thoughts sounded vaguely like
pride-filled judgments, so the woman would
try to eliminate their stone-throwing sound by
saying "Of course we all have some sins." And
she would try mightily to think of her own
sins, so that she would feel more humble. But
even her greatest flaws seemed insignificant,
compared to the heinous sins of sorne
around her.

Now the woman had identified her primary
spiritual problem: her ego. She knew her intelligence was above average, and she knew
she was, in general, more capable than the
75
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"herd." So she sat in Bible classes and thought,
"Wow, is that an example of muddy thinking!"
And "Boy, is she missing the point." And
"Why can't that teacher keep to the subject
at hand?" And she would express these critical thoughts to her husband only, for of course
she didn't wish to appear critical to the herd.
But slowly she became more and more
critical. And slowly she became less and less
able to express herself in Bible classes. When

her native intelligence and all).
The second experience was even more unbelievable: she found herself actively engaging in a "biggie"-not just a flaw, but a black
and debilitating sln. She saw herself inexorably moving down a road that would result in
the destruction of herself and everything she
had ever loved, worked to obtain, and wholeheartedly affirmed. And she cried out to God

for help, knowing finally lhat this prayer was
no credit to her piety. (Who can feel proud

felt herself in a vicious circle from 'Give
me humility'to 'Aren't I neat to really want humility?'
It was depressing, because the circle seemed escape-proof
She

her capable mental faculties conceived a
succinct and pertinent thought, its delivery
was marred by an increasing nervousness, an
ever-louder inner voice which said, "Now how
did that sound?" And "Did it come out so
that it reflected on me in the best possible
way?" And "I hope that remark didn't make
me appear

foolish."

The herd noticed the nervousness. The woman hoped they took it to be the nervousness
of a sweet, shy, humble Christian lady. Nevertheless, she felt her superior capabilities being
bound more and more by this problem, which
she correctly saw (thanks to her native ability
of logical analysis) as ego. And that was a
shame because what good did it do to know
you were smart if you could never use your
intelligence to help solve problems (and in
the process let others see this intelligence

in action)?
So the woman prayed all alone for God to
take this nervousness away and to give her
true humility. Only, as she was finishing her
prayer, she heard that inner voice-so tinysay, "Hey, God, that sounded good, didn't
it?" And she felt herself in a vicious circle
from "Give me humility" to "Aren't I neatto
really want humility?" It was depressing,
because the circle seemed to be escape-proof.
But she continued to pray.
Then one day she woke up to find herself
in the midst of two life-changing experiences.
The first was a Bible class in which thè teachers unfolded a view of the "new birth" that
she had never heard (or at least had never
perceived; but that was hard to believe, with
4
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of the fact that they are crying in terror for
salvation from sure destruction?)
But the woman's body continued to sin.
She saw herself, finally, as having absolutely
no control over the sin. Her five senses were
no longer hers. They belonged to Satan and
she was, in the very core of her being, powerless. And she said to herself, over and over,
"How can this be? This must be a dream!
Where did that other moral person go-the
only one I've ever known?"
So she said to God, the God she had always tried to hide from, somewhat, when she
committed her little sins, "God, this is the
big time. Look at me, God. See me as I sin?
Here I go again. Look at me! Ihave no will
power. None. But I refuse to cut off my
connection with you. I will remain open to

your influence. I will noú stifle my conscience.
I will read your word. I will pray continually,
even in the very act of this sin! I will listen
for your Voice in every sentence uttered by
every person I meet. I will not give up! Never.
No matter how far down I go!"
So she did just that. Her vision became
blurred from so much Bible reading. Her
thouglits became jumbled from continual
prayer. And she felt not the slightest pride in
such an active search for God. She knew it
was only a terrified cry for salvation from
certain self-destruction. (And besides, who
can feel spiritual pride while actively engaging
in damnation? Self-inflicted hell does not
create pride.)
And so the woman in Christ slowly came
face to face with the reality of Satan's total
ocToBER, 1978

power over her body. But in exactly the
samr: period of time, she gradually grasped the
reality of the new birth offered by Christ.
Her heart, open to God only from sheer terror,
but open in truth, began to view as literal certain scriptures which before seemed either
vaguely figurative or even incomprehensible:
"Hene you realized the alntost incredible fact
that your bodies are integral parts of Christ

himself? " (1 Cor. 6:15). "Itor we reaLize that
our life in this world is actually his (Christ's)
life liued in us" (1 John 4:77).
And, "God has giuen men eternal ltfe artd
this real life is to be found only itt ltis Son. It
follows naturally that any man who has genuine contact with Christ has this life; and if
he has not, then he does not possess this life
at all. I haue written lilee this to you who
already belieue in the name of God's Son so
that you may be quite sure that, here and
now, you possess eternal life" (1 John 5:11l3). "And my present life is not that of the
old '1,' but the liuing Christ witltin nte"
(Gal. 2:20).
She said to herself: 'oWhat if I am, here and
now, really united with God through Christ?"
"Oh, dear children of mine, haue you realized
it? Here and now we are God's children" (L
John 3:2). And the woman's vague faith in

access to the power of God through Christ.
Satar-r did indeed rule this physical world.

"We ere up against the unseen power that controls thís darlz world, and spiritual øgents from

the uery heødquarters of euil" (Eph, 6:12).
"We hnow that we ourselues øre children of
God, and we also lznow that the worLd around
us is under the power of the euil one " (1 John
5:19). Every physical man born into this imperfect world flawed by sin was immediately a
slave, his five senses bound by sin to Satan's
wiIl. Euery man, euery woman, was capable of

any depravity. Just let them tempt Satan by
saying otherwise, let them feel the least selfrighteous, and they rish a look at Satan face
to face. There is no way out.
The moral, church-going malì is equaì to
every dope-pusher in the world, because the
moraì man is capable of pushing dope. He may
say, "Oh, no! There are lots of temptations I
have to fight, but I cr-¡uld never stoop that
Iow. It's just not in me." He is utterly wrong.
He may think he trusts in God for salvation,
but down at the core of his being, he feels ln
and of himself-ín fact, the very definition of
his identity-incapable of real depravity, superior to "real sinners." Wrong. Totally wrong.
And the woman knew from experience that

it

was wrong. She had learned a lot, living
there in hell. Ego-extraction seemed to her a

Every man, every woman, was capable of any depravity.
Just let them tempt Satan by saying otherwise, let them feel the least
self-righteous, and they risl< a look at Satan face to face'
Christ's power for influence on us in this
world and our hope for a utrion with him after
death was completely transformed. As she
read the Bible, reality began to break through

-glorious reality of a literal uniotr of our
spirits with Christ here on earth-not just his
influence on our wishy-washy attempts to
be Christians.
Now the relevance of the whole Eible was
unutterable. She simply devoured it. The truth
of God's New Creation was everywhere!
Ðvery bclok c¡f the Bible she read seemed to
express it better than the one before! She
barely found time to eat (and television?Iìa!).
Not only had she underestimated Satau's
power; she had never understood her compìete
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pretty bloody business. Probably, thanks be
to God, Iots of people could face their own
inability to create goodness with a minimum
of pain. Bul, for sorre, maybe a sojourn in hell
was the only way. At least she was finally free
of her ego. Free! And good riddance, too. It
was beginning to get in her way every time she
turned around. Of course, when she had
asked God to help her with this problem, she
had really had in mind more of a "patch-up
job" on the ego-not a bloody amputation,
fcrr Clrrist's sake. i'or Christ's sahe?
Ah, yes. Christ" 'Ihere is a way out. The woman found it during her surgery. Her ego Ìrad
indeed been removed, but thare was a donor
ready and waiting with a transpìant, a literal

transplant of Christ into "that human nature
which causes the trouble" (Rorn. 8:2-3). No
wonder Jesus kept saying he came to the
world to save it, not judge it or condemn it. It
had already been condemned long ago. Everyone is born susceptible to Satan's power ovet
mortaì bodies" The only way out is Christ. If
we give up our own life (ego) and let him have
ít, then we are part of the victory over Satana victory won already.
What a miracle! Physical signs and wonders
Iook like silly games compared to the sight of
a weak, human sheìÌ, full of Christ, defeating
every Satanic angel in hell, and even the father
of hell hirnself. And a Christian really has that
power. Right inside him. But so much of the
time he doesn't even know it. He spends his
life on earth, badgered by and struggling with
the devil every other minute, trying so hard
to look toward Christ, but tied to this physical world by every chain Satan can think of.
This poor Christian spends his life in r:ffort
after effort to renew hintself , recomrnit hirlself , and so often the task seems hopeless. So
he can only try to trust in God's grace and
hope for a heaven someday where he can
relax at ìast.
But what a waste this is! We've got heaveu
right inside us. Here. On earth. Our spirits
really can know tlne power of Christ. Know

and tear on our mortal bodv would be impossible to bear.)

'fhr¡ wolnan of our story learned all Lhis,
aud rnuch, much more. And what of her sin?
Was she finally able to use tiris New-Creation
Power to stop her sin? No. She could not
stop her sin. And this rvas exceedingly sorrowful for her. But God, working through another
soLlrce, completely beyond her control, removed the occasion for the sin. She couldn't
sin anymore because the sin was no longer
available. No thanlcs to her. Incredible! How
could she have any ego after such an experience! She couldn't and didn't. She couìd only

with Paul:
"I'hree times I begged the Lord for it to
Leaue me, but ltis replv has been, 'My grace is
enough for you: for where there is weakness,
my power is shown the more contpleteh.'
'l'herefore. I haue cheerfully made up my mind
to be proud of my weahnesses, because they
mean a deeper experience of the power of
Christ. I can euen enjoy weaknesses, suffering,
¡triuatiorts, persecutiorzs and difIiculties for
Clzrist's sal¿e. þ'or my uery weakness makes me
strong in hint " (2 Cor. 12:8-10).
The woman had come through a very painfuì operation; but what a glorious result! What
a liberationl First, she now had no need to
judge, to throw stones. She knew she was capsay

God, working through another source, completely beyond
her control, removed the occasion for the sin. She couldn't s¡n any
more because the s¡n was no longer available. No thanl<s to lrer. How could
she have any ego after such an experience! She couldn't and didn't.

union with Christ. Know glory of God through
Christ. This is literal, spiritual reality (the only
reality). All that separates us from total union
with God is our physical body. And its use
to a Christian is as the physical "pipeline" to
pour out Christ to the physical world. "'lnhls
priceless treasure we lzold, so to speak, in a
common earthenware jar-to shotu that the
splendid power of it belongs to Gctd and not
to us" (2 Cor. 4:7). When the worìr of our
individual and unique "pipeline" is finished,
then God will set out spirits completely free,
and we will be united with God totaìly-nol
united with half our being (spirit) and the
other half standing between (body). (Of
course, God could not unite with us here on
earth physically or directly because the wear

able of the other person's sins. What shr: did
not hnow was how much of Satan's power
was being unleashed on othr:rs. She could now
only try to allow Christ to use her as a signpost on the road out of hell and into him.
Second, rlo mor:e of Ìrer energy had to be
spent on ego-defense-*carr:ful, nervous protection of her feeling of self-worth: "Does what
I am doing, sayiug, looking, reflect well on
me?" "f must be carr:ful not to appear fooiish." No more the feeling that she had to be
perfect in any given sitr-ration. No more competing with anyone. How could she compete?
On the natural, physical plane? She hnew the
score there, ancl it was zero. Ðoes <-rne without
a voice compete in a singing contest? And in
OCTOBËR,1978

another sense, in Christ she was perfection.
Does perfection bother to compete? Anything
good she accomplished on any level, physical
or spiritual, (such as singing a song well or
using her mental faculties well) she did because
of him-the Author and only Source of good.
No more pride in self. Only total pride in
Christ and him crucified. And no more jeal'
ousy of others'accomplishments. She now
knew (whether others did or not) that the
only source of their good was God. She could
unreservedly rejoice at God's revelati<.r of

goodness and perfection through them'

Yet we belieue now that we hsd this exper'
ience of coming to the end of our tether that
we might learn to trust, not in ourselues, but
in God who can raise the dead. It was God
who preserued us from imminent death, and
it is he who still preserues us. Further, we
trust him to keep us safe in the future" (2
Cor. 1:9-11).
And, "One thing I am sure of, I used to be
t
blind; now I can see " (John 9:25)t.
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THAT ONN VSTATÊHEN
By ROBERT MEYERS
Tragedies are so often senseless that men lear¡r to

submit and patiently rebuild their lives, but

titnes the blow
tesquely timed,

some.
is so capriciously unfair, so grothat submission is hard and grave

doubts trouble the mind.
One nighi, less than a year ago, in Toccoa Falls,
Geotgia, a dam broke above a small Bible College.
Since it was after midnight, a twenty-two-year-old
senior by ühe name of Bobby Carter had just finished
his nightly devotion, reading from 2 Corinthians, and
was on the verge of falling asleep. Close to a stairwell,
he managed to swim to safety when the surging flood
smashed into his room.

Others who were also in the habit of daily and
nightly devotions were not so lucky. Three friends in
adjoining rooms d¡owned. In all, thirty-nine membe¡s
of the college comrmunity, including eighteen children,
perished. Amidst the wreckage on campus stood a
tattered sign: JESUS IS COMING SOON.
A man named Ron Farnsworth, whose trailer was
on high ground and was spared, said: "I believe God
took home ihe people he wanted to take home. They
were all born-again believers. This is a victory for
them." I marveled anew at the equanimity of those
who sun'ive. In a world desperately in need of the
faith which filled the lives of those who drowned, I
am tempted to believe it was not God who took them
from their posts but an inadequate dam and careless
inspection, coupled with five inches of rain.
Last May, in Garland, Texas, the roof of a Church
of Christ building collapsed at the start of Sunday ser-

"it"

tainly

had most hours of the week in which to

happen without endangering so many.
Many who believe in what is called "special providence" will have no trouble answering the elder. They
will speak of God's inscruùable will, of how his ways
are higher than our ways, and of how it betrays lack

of faith to question how things happen. They will
say these things in utter defiance of a logic they use
on other occasions, when they are quite sure they
have seen through cleanly into the white light of his
purpose.

A few days ago a woman most precious to me received a $1,000 check for a natural gas lease on her
property. By telephone, exulting, she said: "I told the
good Lord, 'Help me with this one, let's work on it
together,' and sure enough," she bubbled, "He came

through!" In that same instant, reflecting orl the
Lord's keen interest in this small commercial transaction,

I

recalled two years ago when her only daughas a vivacious and
lovely fifty-year-old. I knew that my mother had peti"

ter, my sister, lay dying of cancer

tioned the Lord with even greater intensity to avert

this too-young death, but her hope had gone unrealized. I marveled at whatever it was in her that led her
to believe in special intervention to push through the
gas lease, despite her failure in a hope that had meant
infinitely more.
One evening in the late 1960s a young man came
to the Riverside Church of Christ in Wichita, where I
was serving as rninister, and told of a case of special
providence during his missio¡ìary work in Saigon. He

Robert Meyers, a frequent contributor fo Mission, l's
mitùsler of the Plymouth Congregational Clwrch in

had no transportation, he explained, so he prayed
mightily ihat God would provide him with a motorcycle. He did not explain why a bike would not have
done, in that city where so many thousands find them
adequate. It had to be a motorcycle. So he took it up
wiüh the Lord one night.
The next nrorning, as he sat beside a newly-me{;
friend on a parh bench, the frie¡rd suddenly said:
"Jack, would you like to buy my motorcycle?" Jack
told us ihat he ioohed up at the sky and said,'nI didn't

Wichita, Kansas, and professor of English at Wicltitø
State Uniuersity.

assured us

vices, killing a child and injuring many other worshippers. 'l'he woodell beams split âud the roof fell just as

an elder rose to give tl,e opening prayer. "!Vhy
couldn't it have been last night?" he asked. "Or later?
It couldn't have happened at a worse time." One supposes it could have, but his anguish is excusable. Cer-

880

mean

to rush you, Lord!" Most of us laughed. Jack
ihat the offer fo sell a {i400 rnachine for
OCTOBËR,1978

$150, which he just happened to have, was clearly a
direct answer to his prayer and a case of God's special
providence.

I

could see on many faces a deeply pleased

sponse

re-

to this graphic tale of God's intervention, but

I

was squirming in that special kind of discomfort the
mind provokes when it runs counter to what the heart

would like to accept. Earlier that very day I had
looked at a picture-story of Harlem children starved
by day and che\ryed by rats at night in filthy beds, surrounded by dirt and ignorance. Too little to pray'
their mothers prayed for them, and pled with God to
deliver their children into a world of clean sheets and
hope.
I am not God,and the ways of God, I hear it again,
are higher than our ways, and his thoughts are higher

than our thoughts.

I

am told this, usually, when I

have wondered aloud why God would intervene to
provide a motorcycle for a healthy young man with
powerful legs while he does nothing to help a Harlem
child escape from its hell.
Jack, whose story is true but whose name is ficti'
tious, embellished his story by tales of how wicked he
was before he found the God who gives motorcycles.
He intimated that his good fortune had something to
do with his having come, at last, into the right church.
There were satisfied faces in a circle around him. . .
and only one scowl.

Statistically, there have to be mothers in Harlem
who have lived good lives, for a long time, and never

in the night because normal love and courtship

and
marriage would be forever denied through no fault of
hers. How often she must have prayed in an anguish
as real as Gethsemane, "Please let me look normal
someday. Please let me walk without dragging this
twisted body along while people try so hard not to

look at me."

My mind came back to the motorcycle, and to
it stands for in simplistic religion. I am

everything

asked at a \{ednesday evening prayer meeting to think

that God breaks into the natural world to grant

a

motorcycle to a boy who could run for miles, yet who
works no miracle for this heartbroken child whose
spirit is savagely wounded every day of her life. I believe in no such God.

But millions do. My closest friend owns, with his
father and brother,sections ofland in western Kansas.
When a hailstorm wiped out the section of maize be'
longing to the father, and the section belonging to the
brother, but skipped over my friend's, one of his fel'
low church members found a selective God in it. "The
Lord took care of you." My friend was kind enough
not to ask how his father and brother had offended.

An elder's wife related with most pious joy one
night how when her car ran out of gas on a lonely
road, God caused it to happen within a few yards of
the only gas station for miles around. "He \¡vas watch'
ing over me," she told us with hushed and solemn
voice. It was a sharing time, so I asked: "Whaü of the

I am asked at a Wednesday euening prayer meeting to think that God
breaks into the natural world to grant a motorcycle to a boy who could run
for miles, yet who works no nliracle for this heartbroh'en chíld whose
spirit is sauagely wounded euery day.
slid into the depths Jack did, yet who in spite of this
long steady strength of character never get the answer
they seek in their most urgent prayers. "Save my baby
from this sewer of poverty and crime. Send somebody,
do anything, God, but get us out."
And the God who, according to Jack, dropped a
motorcycle on him, does nothing. Or he leaves it up
to us, and we do nothing. But there is no sudden miracle on a park bench, or in a bedroom.
One day, not long after I had heard Jack, I walked
out of a classroom of the university where I teach, behind a girl with crippling deformities. Before I could
help, she had struggled with a heavy door which
sprang back upon her weakness and spun her around

in grotesque stumbles.
I helped her regain her balance, and then walked
slowly away. Other students, who had piled up behind her, spilled out into the sunlight and scattered as
quickly as they could from that judgment on their
own good luck. She seemed relieved to have found a
wider space for her humiliating and awkward dance.
I thought of how many times she must have wept
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I

belieue in no such God.

r,voman last month who ran out of gas at midnight on
a county road and was brutally raped and beaten?
Was God angry

with her?"

She smiled with sweet pity at my ignorance and
said it was "not hers to know." I could not help my'

self by then; I asked if it would not have been simpler
for God, if he ptanned to do a miracle, to jog her
memory a little before she left her home, so that she
would fill the tank? Or, if that were too prosaic and
only a grand trick would do, why he should not have
expanded the gas in the tank and spared her the inconvenience of running out at all?
She was not sure, but she was firm in the convic'
tion that God was taking special care of her. That
night, for the first time, a phrase came into my head
to help me define what it was that so deeply troubled
me about such stories: innocent arrogance. A rockhard assurance, but wholly without malice, tùat God
plays favorites in inexplicable ways and that one can
only rejoice in his whimsy.
I heard Pat Boone, whose life I so deeply tespect,
talk one evening of how he prayed that there would
81
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be no rain in New York City one summer weekend
while he was filming The Closs and the Switchblade,
and sure enough, he told us, for the next th¡ee days it
did not rain.
Pat construed that mini-drouth as a direct answer
to his prayer, and a management of things by a greater
Director than the one on location. I wondered if it
disturbed his happiness a little, if it even crossed his
mind, that there were thousands of people sweltering

not

deserve, not a word of explanation as to why she
of God. Just a simple, happy celebra-

was so favored

tion of a deity who drops a golden egg frorn the sky
every once in a while on those he especially loves.
Is one incorrigibly pagan to wonder how often accident is exalted into divine intervention? Granted
there is no way to know when an event is purely accidental, the odds should keep us cautious and humble.

Is one incorrigibly pagan to wonder how often accident is exalted
into diuine interuention? Granted there is no way to lenow when an euent
is purely accidental, the odds sltould lzeep us humble.
in the heat, trying to

sleep without the air conditioning which he could afford, who were praying at that
very same time that it would rain and bring some
blessed coolness into their sweltering hovels.
A couple of years ago a giant Eastern Airlines jet

crashed in the Everglades, killing some ninety people
and leaving an equal number alive in the scattered
wreckage. A Coast Guard lieutenant who flew over
with one of the rescue helicopters said: "I'm amazed
anyone lived in that crash; someone must have been
watching over them." And I thought, "What an odd
watcher! How did he pick the ninety to kill, and the

ninety to save?"
That same day, in a related story on another page,
a federal aviation official said: "l can only conclude
that the nature of the terrain, the Everglades environment, with its shallow water, cushioned the impact."
He added that the larger-than-usual aircraft might also
have permitted a higher survival rate under those circumstances. I felt more comfortable with åis explanation. It did not leave me wondering why God should
play favorites.
But this approach takes all the fun away for many
who believe. In one of the little devotional magazines
I see each month a woman writes of how God singled
her out for special favor. "Once I had a debt," she
says, "that was too much for me. A hailstorm wrecked
the neighborhood, but it did only minor damage to
my car and none to my house. But the insurance not
only paid the car damage; it also gave me money for a
new roof. Even though I insisted that my house was
not damaged, and they didn't owe it to me, they
asked me to take the money anyway, for it was easier
for them to go on and pay everyone. So I had money
to pay my debt."
I have been insured by a variety of companies over
the years but it has not been my lot to discover one
so generous. Stockholders in that tryoman's company,
some of them perhapsmembers of her own church,
might well read her tale with jaundiced eyes. But the
stunner in this testimony is that there is not in it one
word of pity for the ruined neighborhood, not a
twinge of real regret over accepting money she did
10
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And we must never forget that what is a most providential happening for one party may be total disaster
for another. A famous old limerick makes the point:
There was a young lady of Ryde
Who was carried away by the tide;
A man-eating shark
Was heard to remark,

"I

knew that the Lord would provide!"

I.'rom the point of view of the shark, the logic is unassailable, but the young woman might have understandable cause to complain about a breakdown in
providence.
Special providence seems most easily demonstrable
only when one ignores all disquieting contrary evidence and exercises a strenuous selectivity. It is not
hard for most of us to do this because we are taught
it from childhood in our churches. When Sunday
morning is fair and sunny, with blue skies and white

of cloud, we thank God zealously for these
proofs of his love. When tornadoes are in the sky, and
thunder is shaking the building, we say nothing of his
gift. If we refer to the unpleasantness at all, it is to
hope that it will go away.
Devotional magazines are full of stories of steeljacketecl Bibles that saved the lives of soldiers, and of
puffs

church houses that stood firm when floods washed
away the taverns, but no devotional magazine ever
printed a story like this one:
In a tiny village on the Bay of Bengal, the parson
of Christ Church flings open the church doors and
calls his flock from their thatched houses. ',Come
unto me, all ye that labor and are heavy laden," he in.
tones in a deep bass, "and I will give you rest." About
125 villagers, most of Lhem harijan (untouchable) con-

verts, take shelter. When winds ranging up to 100
miles per hour rip off the roof, the walls crumble
and entomb the congregation. All are found dead the
next day. Rosaiah, the village agnostic who lost his
wife and two children, had not gone to the church.
"It was God that failed," he moaned.
I reject his logic. I do not blame God for not intervening to save the lives of these sirnple children who
had believed. But

if

by some good fortune the church
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hacl been spared,

I lvottld not have taken it

as proof

that God magically preserves Lhose who co¡ne to him.
I will entertain the charge Ùhat a dem<l¡r of ratiouality sits mockingly on sonle thin ledge in my mind
and keeps me from a blesseduess that others know.
But I do n<¡t know l.tow to exorcise hir.n without doing violence to a gift withoui rvhich my faith might
easily turn to blind superstitiou and credulity.
I re¡nernber driving bacl< to Katrsas florn San Diego,
years ago, and lislenir.rg at night to a radio preacher
tell how Gc¡d had rniraculously filled f.wo teel.h in a
girl's tnouth wiLh beautiful silvc'r fillings-'each in the
shape of a cross! I'le called metnbers of lhe congregation up Lo take a look, whereupotr each shouted duti-

fully that

Gc¡d rvas great and good,

Plagued by rny demon I woudered why God chose
an amalgam filling when he could, with ltis vast re'
sources, as easily have used gold. Dentists find it too
costly and too time-consuming for most patietrts, but

they recognize its superiority. Untroubled by their
limitations, God still chose, inexplicably, Ùo settle for
a second-class

job.

As I drove on through the dark and silent hills, I
pondered God's being busy in this eccentric way,
with cross designs in that child's teeth, while the
whole world lay racked wiih starvation, wâr, sickness,
poverty, hatred, and fear. But I had to confess that
there was great exciiement for one uight in the tent,
and I tried very hard to retne¡nber that if our world
is sometimes a circus, God loves every single per'
former, clowns included.
It is the refusal to consider o/l the children whose
teeth rot for lack of God's care that most persistently
troubles me. Wheu a cab driver named John Ludwig
was hit by the ricocheting bullet meant for Gerald
Ford, Iì'ord sent him a note which read: "You and I
and the others in ihe crowd in front of the St. lì'rancis
have a special reasotr to thanh God for watching over
us,

tt

t,hat only means, "We were lucky," and ihe name
of God is irrvoked without thought, there is no probleln. Otherwise, it infers silently that when l(ing and

If

the Kennedys were sh<lt and l<illed, God was nol
watching over thel'n.
In the same issue of Lhe Nalion¿l Obseruer where I
saw the trote about Ludwig and l''ord's letÙer, there
was an itern about a Chicago llears ru¡ruitrg back
named Walter Payton rvho is being acclaimed as the
rnodetn Gale Savers. Payton tried to be modest about
it. He said, "All that I accornplish is not by rnyself.
It's God and the offensive liue." 'I'o which Douglas
Looney, editor of the articìe, responded slyly: "And
if ever forced to choose betweeu the two, Payton presumably n'<luld have {,o decide rvhich oue excels al
downfield blockirrg."
I would derry io tlo otle the comfort of believiug
that God has touchc¡cl ancì blessed his life. If lre can
also accepl rvithout a twiuge of remorse the notiotr
OCTOBER,1978

that God has favored him wl.rile leaving otlrers to die
in the same crash, so be it. Ilut let him not turn it into
a gospel Lo ¡ruzzle and lortnenL the hearts of those
whose loved otres did lzol survive.

I do noi hold with what

William James called

"lobbying in l.he courts of the Almighty for special
favors," Or with what Lillian Smith colorfully described as "shaking a tin cttp in the face of God."
Christianity has enough odds against it wittrout having
to fight the arrogance which claims that God protects
my field of ttraize, tny house in the hailstol'tl1, llly
child in the plane crash, aud wl'tich seelns blind to the
awful mysiery of his having failed to protecf. someone else.

Favoritisrn is too cheap. Whatever f,lle atrsrvet',
harder than

that.

i1,'s

t

greqllon
AND THE SPIRIT OI¡ GOII HOVNRED
AND ]'HE SPIRIT OF GOD MOVED
AND THE SPIRII'OF GOD BROODED
OVER TÍIE FACE OF TITI] WA']'ERS
OVER THE I¡ACE OF TI-IE DEEP
whv?
Why that momentâry pause before creation?
Why the hovering, brooding hesitation
Before the mountains leapt to meet IIis hand and
Waters danced at l{is call?
What stayed that holy hand unlessPerhaps

it

was a

nail-

The price creation would demaudFor once creation had begun

'Ihe crucifixion, too, would come
Made to be remade
And so thal, Holy Spirit brooded
'Iouched the pain of death and breathed creation
'lo God the mornents were the same
The holy pain of our redemption
Cried out in counterpoint to
The songs of morning stars.
He jurdged us wotth in lJirnself ancl it began.

CT'1.1A W]LLIAMSON

ÕJ
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WHY WE MUST IGNORE
JESUS
By JOHN F. ALEXANDER

r^,
\-¿hristians spend a lot of time and energy explaining why Jesus couldn't possibly have lneant what he
said. This is understandable: Jesus is an extremist,
and we are moderates. What is worse, he was an extremist in his whole life-not just in some narrowly
"spiritual" areas and not just in politics, but in everything. So we have to find ways to dilute his teaching.

TO",for

example, Jesus'command: "Do not resist one who is evil. But if anyone strikes you on the
right cheek, turn the other also" (Matt. 5:39). Jesus
seems to be saying here that if someone tries to rob
us, we should let it happen; if someone starts to beat
us up, we shouldn't hit back. But those are extreme
suggestions-so extreme they make Barry Goldwater
sound cautious.

To William Neil it sounds so extreme that he concludes it isn't common sense:
Putting up with a slap in the face is obviously not
the same as risking a blow from a blackjack by a
burglar. In that case self-defense would be common sense. . . . A slap in the face is merely a picturesque way of describing a personal insult, and,

in this event, turning the other cheek

means refusing to return the insult.
(The Diffícult Saying of Jesus, Eerdmans)
Or take the next few verses.

If

anyone would sue you and take your coat, let
them have your cloak as well; and if anyone forces
you to go one mile, go with them two miles. Give

to all who beg from you, and do not refuse any
who would borrow from you. (Matt. 5:40-42)
'Ihese ole difficult sayings, and they violate all my
instincts, Does Jesus mean that when I'm walking
downtown I should give money to all the beggars who
ask me? Wouldn't they just go get drunk?Wouldn't I
be broke in no time flat? And am I obliged to lend
out my record of Oistrakh playing Beethoven's violin
concerto when I'd probably get it back scratched? Or
how about my paint brushes? I'm a fairly competent

painter, and that means I have expensive brushes
which must be cleaned carefully. But nearly every
time I lend o¡re out it comes back as hard as a brick,

I have to buy a ne\ry one.
Recently nìy car was totaled, and the insurance
company that is liable won't even respond to my
claim. So I plan to sue them. Should I instead let
them rip me off? How about the fact that I believe
they are oppressors who mostly insure the poor and
and

then never pay their claims?

.{Als

Neil puts it, "We can see. . . that Jesus does not
mean his hearers to take him literally." "For if a man
gave his cloak as well as his coat, that would of course
leave the man naked except for his loincloth!" And
going a second mile is "obviously the last thing a conscript would dream of doing." And as for lending to
all comers, "to obey this literally would encourage
spongers and reward the thriftless and shiftless at the
expense of those who work for a living. Jesus is obviously not encouraging indiscriminate charity, which
is de¡noralizing." All Jesus is trying to say is that we
should be generous and respond to harshness with
kindness.

Reprinted by permissíon from The Other Side, Oclober, 1977. Copyright 1977 by The Other Side, Inc.
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I find myself very sympathetic with Neil. What
if taken literally,

Jesus is saying is perfectly foolish
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and what Neil is saying is perfectly reasonable. I can
expand Neil's case much more.easily than Jesus'. And

yet....
Neil makes me nervous. His heavy use of words like
and, of course and his appeal to common
sense make me wonder. Such things are generally a
sign that those using them cannot defend their case
and are therefore falling back on what we all agree on
-on common sense.
At the risk of being simplistic, I suggest we must
choose between Jesus and common sense. What is
common sense except accepted wisdom? And what is
accepted wisdom except the wisdom of this world?
What reason is there to suppose that this world knows
how we should act? It has after all made quite a mess
of itself.

obuiously

esides, Jesus was obviously lacking in common
sense, and he was always doing things which he o/
course shouldn't have done. Yet something in'Jesus'
life speaks to us so deeply that millions have felt he
must be God himself. And isn't it exactly what Neil is
explaining away which speaks so deeply? If all Jesus
meant is Neil's common sense, then why do we need
Jesus? We could get everything Jesus taught out of

common sources like Time magazine.

I suggest that Jesus came to tell us things that are
not obvious and that he offered a worldview that is
clean contrary to the worldview of our culture. He
called us to repent (to turn completely around) and
be born again.

That is, he called us to a whole new life-a life so
radically different that we can only dimly imagine its
rough outline. To move into this new and exciting
world that Jesus brought requires continued openness
to basic change, as the Spirit and the Word lead us.
But if we measure everything by common sense, we
are trapped in the old creation.

E'erhaps I am only saying that what seems obvious

ately than he did? What could he have said that

we

couldn't have found some way around?
All this is not to say that I know what Jesus meant.
It's not at all clear to me that I should lend out my
Oistrakh or my paint brushes.
But before we look at those concrete issues, we
need a larger context. Jesus'extremism is not limited
to the few verses I quoted. It is everywhere in the
Gospels. "\{hoever does not renounce all that they

have cannot be my disciple" (Luke 14:33). "If any
would come after me, let them deny themselves and
take up their cross and follow me" (Mark 3:34). "I
have not come to bring peace but a sword" (Matt. 10:

34). "If your hand causes you to sin, cut it off; it is
better for you to enter into life maimed than with
two hands to go to hell, to the unquenchable fire"
(Mark 9:43). "One thing you still lack' Sell all that
you have and distribute to the poor" (Luke t8:22).

ne of the clearest examples of how far out of
phase Jesus is with our society happened in the last
presidential campaign. In his Playboy interview Jimmy
Carter made an obvious application of the Sermon on
the Mount. He admitted that he looked at women
lustfully and therefore had committed adultery with
them in his heart. But our culture is so unchristian
that the whole country came unglued-despite the
fact that it was one of the few things in the whole
campaign that one could be absolutely sure was true.

r

G.lesus' extremism is also obvious in his more gen'
eral commands. Most approaches to ethics (including
those in the church) merely ask what is permitted or

seek to determine what we absolutely have to do'
Often they seem to be asking how far we can go without being zapped. This is seen clearly in discussions
of what is called "works of supererogation," These
are good things we do which go beyond the call of
duty.

I

seem obvious to me. Perhaps it's only
that he's a moderate and I'm an extremist. But I think
there's more to it than that.
For one thing, Jesus' life was extreme. It was im'
practical and foolish. For example, he had nowhere

to Neil doesn't

to lay his head.

He gave away everything except the
clothes he wore.
For another, he so challenged the accepted wisdom

(the common sense) of his day that the rulers killed
him. You don't kill someone for saying, "Be kind to
the kind, and be generous."

if Jesus did literally mean what he
more
could he have done to tell us that?
said, what
How could he have lived more extremely, less moder"
And, finally,
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Bu, ,o, Jesus we are called to give ourselves to'
tally. Works of supererogation are to be part of our
daily routine. "You shall love the Lord your God
with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with
all your mind" (Matt. 22:37). Jesus requires everything. Or consider, "Whatever you wish that others
should do to you, do so to them" (Matt. 6:12)' What

more extreme suggestion could be made? Or try this
one: "I desire mercy, and not burnt offering" (Matt.
12:?). (But offerings are so much easier than mercy!)
Nor is this extremism restricted to Jesus. The rest
of the New Testament is just as extreme. Paul, for exOCTOBER, 1978

to "present our bodies a living sacrifice" (Rom. 12:1). And he tells us to lÌave the same
mind as Jesus Christ when he humbled himself from
being God to becoming human, a person who served
to the point of death (Phil. 2:5-9). And John says,
"By this we know love, that he laid down his life for
us; and we ought to lay down our lives for our broample, tells us

thers and sisters" (1 John 3:16).

\
i.Jo the followers of Jesus are called to be extremists. There is no getting around it. But what does
tl.rat mean when it comes to my paint brushes or to
being robbed?
I can't spell it out in any detail, but I do know that
Jesus means our lives are to be changed in drastic
ways. It's a direction, not a conclusion. And the direction is that we are to be forever stretching to grow up
into the fulness of Christ, not forever settling more
uomfortably into the present world order. And I think
that means an ala¡m should go off inside us every
time we find ourselves saying, "Jesus couldn't mean
that; it's too impractical and costly."

But what about all those beggars downtown? One
of the chief objections to giving them money is that
if we did, we would soon be broke. But that is a very
peculiar objection-maybe our being broke is exactly
what Jesus had in mind. The reason we find being
broke so unthinkable is because our culture finds it
unthinkable, not because it's unchristian. After all
Jesus was himself completely broke, and he told the

rich young ruler to get that way. Maybe our trouble
here is simply that we are too conformed to this world

if someone tries to rob me? Should I
happen? Dorothy Samuels in Safe Passøge
ort City Streets tells about a robbery. Two girls were
accosted by a guy who put a knife to the throat of
one of them and demanded money. But they had no
money. Instead of fighting or trying to trick him, they
told him to trust them and they would take him back
to their apartment to get some money for him. Natur.
ally he couldn't believe what they were saying to him,
but in the end he went along. When they got there,
all they had was a $10 bill, which they gave to him.
He was so astonished he didn't know what to do. At
first he said he didn't need all that-only 95. But..
since they had no change, he finally took it and.r.ani'
But what

just let

it

N* I don't imagine the young man straightened
out. Probably their act did no good. But at least it was
a sign of the kingdom-to him and to the girls. And no
one was hurt. If they had been smarter, one of the
girls would probably have got her throat cut. The
wisdom of this world is not nearly as wise as we think
it

is.

My point is this: the unthinkable, impractical things
Jesus commands are not half as unthinkable as we

suppose. We just need

to decide where we get our
standards-from Jesus or our culture. If from Jesus,
we will have to change in very extreme ways and it
may seem costly. However, my all too limited experience of such things is that once I let go, following
Jesus is tremendously liberating. What I need is to
break out of common sense and start living the life of
the kingdom.

to believe Jesus could mean what he said.

T

I
.l lnother problem is that if we give the beggars
money,
they just drink it up. But we could take them
^
to McDonald's or establish a soup kitchen like the
Catholic Workers have or like Pacific Garden Mission.
But those things take time. If every time I went
downtown I took all the beggars to McDonald's, I'd
never get all my busy work done. Or is that exactly
what God wants?

How about my paint brushes that I want cleaned
properly? Well, I could talk to borrowers very honestly aird spell out in detail what they cost and how
to clean them. If they then want to take responsibility
for them, it would probably be okay. The hang-up is
that in our culture such openness is not normal. So we
scarcely know how to assert ourselves to that extent.
Or, if I don't think the person will be able to take
care

of the brushes, I could always

go along and paint

I wouldn't
of my office work done, but I hate office

and clean the brushes myself. Of course,
get some

work anyway.
OCTOBER, 1978

must remember that Jesus' call is as broad as it is

extreme. He means us to be extremists in our whole
lives. When we think of the spiritual life, we tend to
narrow it to some small section. For some of us that
is our private lives; for others, it is the public sector;

for others it is personal relations and pastoral counseling; for some it is contemplation and prayer; etc.,
etc. But what Jesus wants is for us to apply his extreme call to every aspect of our lives.

T
lo

do that I'll need to be creative, I'll need faith,
and I'll need support and guidance from my sisters
and brothers. (Someone is going to have to give me
some ideas on that insurance company!)
If we launch out together, my experience is that
we'll be astonished at how good it is. We "shall be
like a tree planted by streams of water, that yields its

fruit in its

season, and

its leaf

does not wither"

(Ps.1:3).
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A recent invitation to comment on the holocaust-

the event rather than the television presentationfound me less than enthusiastic.

I

began to wonder

we can avoid seeing further significance of the holocaust for our society and our own lives. It is this latter
assumption that I want to challenge.

why a number of us lack interest or eagerness for ex'
amining the death of six million Jews in Nazi Ger'
many. Clearly there is the possibility that we become
weary of the attention and comment given to the tragic crimes perpetrated by the Nazi regime in World
War II. The whole matter is unpleasant; it is depressing to think of the scenario of horror-the ovens, the

gas showers, and the inestimable sum

of

human

suffering.

But there are other reasons. All of us have heard
accusations of corporate guilt-that the crime rests on
our own heads as well as on those of the Nazis. To
most of us these charges are both unpersuasive and
vexing.
Further, I suspect that many of us find it somewhat unconvincing and alarmist to suggest that something similar could happen here. Comparisons of
Richard Nixon's shabby maneuverings with Hitler's
tactics seem to come off pretty badly. Most of us
down deep really don't believe that anything like

Hitler, the Gestapo, or Auschwitz could happen

here.

As a result, we tend to see the holocaust as a unique

in history. The
sheer magnitude of evil involved is viewed as different
in hind, rather than degree, from all lesser forms of
event-one wholly without parallel

evil with which we are familiar and of which we are
guilty. The event therefore offers us no analogies, no
parallels, no lessons with which we may compare and
inform our own situation.
Closely related to this feeling is the assumption,
generally unexamined, that the holocaust was the
work of a gang of lunatics who somehow cast a demonic spell over Germany. Hitler and his minions
were a collection of psychotics and people who were
marginally sane at best. This assumption enables us to
limit the lesson of the holocaust to the necessity of
preventing mentally sick persons from rising to power
in our country. In this manner, presuming our sanity,

'Terrifyingly Normal'
Political philosopher Hannah Arendt, who covered
the trial of Adolf Eichmann for The New Yorleer,
wrote that "The trouble with Eichmann was pre'
cisely that so many were like him, and that many
were neither perverted nor sadistic-that they were,
and still are, terribly and terrifyingly normal" (.0ichmann in Jetasalem, p. 253). A similar point is made
by Thomas Merton in his essay, "A Devout Meditation in Memory of Adolf Eichmann":
One of the most disturbing facts that came out in
the Eichmann trial was that a psychiatrist exam'

ined him and pronounced him perfectly sane. I do
not doubt it at all, and that is precisely why I find
it disturbing.
If all the Nazis had been psychotics, as some of
their leaders probably were, their appalling cruelty
would have been in some sense easier to understand. It is much worse to consider this calm, wellbalanced," unperturbed official conscientiously going about his desk work, his administrative job
which happens to be the supervision of mass mur'
der. He was thoughtful, orderly, unimaginative. He
had a profound respect for the system. . . .
(Raids on the UnsPeakable, P' 45.)
Merton goes on to a provocative questioning of the
appropriateness of "sanity" in an insane society. "It
begins to dawn on us," he says, "that it is precisely
the sane ones who are the most dangerous." It is the

sanity of Eichmann that is disturbing. How is it that
so many of Hitler's immediate aids were not neurotics, psychotics, nor perverts, but just people perhaps
no more nor no less well-adjusted than each of us?
How did so many sane people come to find themselves serving as attendants in the entourage of evil?

Hitler's Architect

I think
at the Institute of
Christian Studíes, a worh of the Uniuersity Church of
Christ in Austin, Texas, and sister congregations. He
is a member of the Brentwood Church of Christ ín

Dr. Michael

Austin.
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Weed is an instructor

some light is cast on this and related ques-

tions by the reflections of Albert Speer, Hitler's min'

ister of armaments, Speer's story, in the form of
personal reflections recorded during his long years in
Spandau prison, is a poignant one. It is the story of a
bright and personable young man wlto rose rapidly to
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Reflectlons o
occupy one of the liighest and most powerful offices
in the Third Reich.
Speer came fro¡n a prosperous and professional
family. He cnjoyed a happy childhood. He was a welleducated man, schooled as an architect. And he was

moderately interested in social reform. During
war lre was described by 'lhe Obseruer as:

Lhe

.

very much ihe successful average man, wellcivil, noncorrupt, very middle class in his
style of life, with a wife and six children. Much
less than any of the other German leaders does he
stand for anything pariicularly German or particularly Nazi.
dressed,

(Inside the Third Reich, p. 443.)
Nonetheless, it was this "average man" who, as
llitler's minisier, endorsed the employment of forced
labor and is generally credited by military strategists
with having prolonged the war by perhaps as much as
two years with his brilliant and resourceful produc-

tion ùechniques.
Looking back on his life after years of introspec-

tiou during his irnprisonment,

Speer wrote:

What preys on my mind nowadays has little to do
with the standards of Nuremberg nor the figures
on lives I saved or might have saved. For in eiiher
case I was moving with the system. . . . I did noù
see any moral ground outside the system where I
should have taken my stand.
(Insíde lhe Thit'd Reich, p. 480.)
Speer goes on to state that because he felt no ha-

tred tolvard the Jervs he simply assumed that he had

no involvement in (;heir harassment and persecution.
He saw the destroyed svnâgogues, but he reacted with

indifference. Ile says, "I felt myself to be l-Iitler's
architect. Political events did not concern me."
Speer's story is one among thonsands which are
quite similar. Through it runs a tragic thread of selfdeception illustrated by two haunting statements already noted: "I did not see any moral ground outside
the systern. . . I felt myself to be Hitler's architect."

problem did not begin with any specifically antiSemitic actions. Nor did he hold any notably radical

political beliefs. Accepting himself as defined by the
system enabled him to view himself as one who was
simply øpolitical. Political matters lay outside his field
of responsibility.
When Speer accepted the system's expectations
atrd values, he forfeited the possibility of having, in
his own words, any moral ground outside the system.
Clearly it was not enough that he stood for little that
was "particularly German or particularly Nazi." The
fact is that he had no other place to stand and no basis on which to raise any voice of protest-much less

of outrage.
Speer and the character of Erich Dorf in the recent
television drama, "Holocaust," powerfully illustrate
what I'Ianna Arendi calls "the banality of evil." In
young Dorf we see, ai least at the outset, neither a
fiend nor a man driven by the desire to achieve racial
purity by whatever means. Instead we see a rather
colorless family man with an ambitious wife and a
petty but common concem for advancing his career.
When opportunity to irnprove his position presents itself, he gradually enters into greater and greater complicity with the forces of evil.

Dorf's gradual depersonalization is dramatically
portrayed through the actor's affecting of an increasingly glassy stare and rnechanical mannerisms. This
technique, however artificial, vividly attests to the
fact that Dorf, Speer, and millions of rnilitary and
non-military citizens like them, conderrned themselves

to a distoried and shadow-like existence which,

in theological tenns, defaced the image of God.
ease Applied
Aìbert Speer, and Dorf, offer us a way of grasping
one of the most seductive and insidious ways in which
we are conformed to the world. Moreover, their story
i¡rdicates the depths io which the seemingly harmless
abandonment

'Ihese words offer crucial insight into ihe way in
which Speer was beguiled into accepting himself as
prefabricated and defined by the system-by his job
and his colleagues. Speer's field of vision was limited
as he viewed hiurself and his world from the perspeciive of a particularly narrow role.
Speer's autobiographical relnarks indicate that his
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of the self to its social environlnent

can lead. Speer illustrates the way in which an alliance

beiween the self and society may become a conspiracy which deludes and deforms the self.
The case also suggests thai Speer and many like
him were even ¡noral men. Hanna Arendt points out
that Itrichmann's problem was not that he did noi listen to his conscience. Raiher, Eichmann's "conscience
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spoke with a 't'espectâble voice,' rvith the voice of respectable scrciety arouncl him" (llichlttantt in Jerusa'
lem, p. 112). Significantly, both Eichtnann and Speer
larnented and traced tlreir pliglits to the loss of that
"ground" or "voice outside the system."
We lose that ground or transcendetrt teference
point whenever we say, paraphrasing Speet, that "It
is my pracLice sinrply to do my job withoul, concern'
ing myself about my neighbors, colleagues, friends,
and co-workers; tìor do I raise questions regarding
policies and ¡rrocedures. "
Whenever we reach lliis point, atrd we pt:obablv do
so uncousciously, lve are movitrg into a tnoral morass
frorn which we erîerge as "Hitler"s architect" (read
ellgineer, accountant, secretary, electrician, physician,
preacher). As rve ap¡rroach this point, it becotnes increasingly difficult fol: us tt¡ see beyond the system

and honestly and effectively to be our brothers'
l<eepers. This is true uot jr-rst in the lirnited zoues of
personal riror:ality (Speer nevcr personally mistreated
a Jerv and Iìichmarrn even helped a few), but in all
less personal r:elationshi¡:s, fuuctious, aud procedures
through rvhich rve constantly have to do with "dis'
tant neighbors."

'lhe countless little instanccs of cour¡:romise in the
lives

of all of us it-t out'

separate are¿is

daily life are noi likely io reproduce
currences

of work

at-rd

thet bizarre oc-

of Nazi Gertnany. But the faci relnains

Ùhat

it is this "battâI" evil which

made possible Hiiler's
powcr; the muudane, unthinl<ing, self-deception in
small matters at.rd the moral default of seetringly unimportant lif;tle people rvete in truth tlre bedrocl< of

the'I'hird

Reich.

No l-{olocaust, but . . .
it seerns to me that there is little

Quite honestly,

of anything analogotls to the holocaust occt¡r'
ring in this country-at least in the near future. Yet,
there is ample evidence that mauy in our cottutry are
tempted to a form of saniLy not unlike that of Speera form of sanity which qtticl<ly becomes an âccomplice in evil. Consider threte recenÙ items, all relating
chance

to supposedly weli-inlentioned scientific lesearch:

In 1972 revelation w¿rs tnade of a sturìy, begitn itt
1932 and conLinued fol for:ty years under the spon"
sorship of the tJnited fitàies De¡rartmenl. of llealtli, in
wtrich 400 black meu were dcliberately rlenied avail'
able treatment fbr syphilis and were used wilhout
their hnowleclge or consellt in

a sLudy

of the t¡llitnate

effects of lhe disease. lndications are Lhat at least
twenty-eigtrt died froirl clirectly related causes. (See
James Nclsou

, llutrtnrr Morlicitta, p. 92. )

A 'Iexas clinic with Lroth privale aud federal funding dispensed placelros to Mexican-Atnerican wolnen
who, alreadv l-raving two or nìore children, came for
contraceptive assistanr:e aud were unknowingly involved in rredical research. Many became ¡rregnatrt'
(Iluman .Mecli cin e, pp,'i 91. )

x8

g0

American phart,raceutical compatries, finding ob"
to their tests itr this country, went to Japan in
order to engage iu experimeuts rvith living fetuses.
(Religiort in Life, Summet 1970, p. 178.)

stacles

Examples could be multiplied. I have chosen ihese
of medical and scientific research is

because the area

in which we generally recognize a degree of intellectual competetrce. Such cases should be doubly
illustrative of a type of sanity no dottbt involving the
consent and cooperation of nume¡ous individttals. One
wonders whether a single laboratory assistant, work'
ing in some restricted phase of otre of these projects
and perhaps unaware of the entire scope of the under'
taking, ever questioued the reason for or morality of
one

his task.

To be sure, these instances pale in comparison to
Lhe atrocities of the holocaust. But the difference is, I
subrnit, one of degree rather than kind. They reflect a

clilnate not unlike that in which the nightmare of the
Third Reich emerged and thrived. And Lhis climate is
enhanced whenevet we find ourselves winkitrg at,
overlooking, or rationalizittg our awareness of ques'
tionable practices or policies which we hnow in our
hearis to be inhumane, illegal, dishonest-or maybe
just purely and simply unfair. Ii is enhanced when we
allow ourselves to be deluded into equating those
wh<¡m we are responsible úo itr the narrowest sense
with those whom we should be responsible /or. All
this, of course, comes about almost automatically
when we lose the "grouttd outside the system."

For the Christian this point is reached when Chris-

tian faith uo longer stands in fundamental tension
with our social and professional roles and values as
received from "the systetn." All work, indeed all hutnan relationships, bear unique possibilities for service
and for selfishuess. I have no illusions about the diffi"
culties and conflicts iuvolved in recognizing, challeng'
ing, and transforming policies and procedures wllich
are inequitable and insensitive to human need. And I
am sympathetic with all those finding lhemselves un'
expectedly and inescapably comprornised.
Nonetheless, while I cannot spell out strategies, I
assume that they rnust begin with recognition of our
plight, and rvith repentauce. Moreover, I have confideuce that there are those who can delineate such
strategies. At this point I ouly want to assert that io
fail to do so forfeits the responsibility of the Christian
disciple and adrnits the irrelevance of Christ to his
creation.'lo flail in this tasl< is to fail at precisely the

lordship of Christ into the world-into the world df
commerce, politics, art-into the ttnion hall and the
rnanageurent plannin g conference.

Ultimately, to lose the ground outside is to fall
back inüo cyiticisin and personal security rather than
exercisiug compassion and human service for the near
and distant neighbor. To do this, whether willingly
or unr.villingìy, is certainlv not insane. All the same' it
is to become a Hitler's architect.

f
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Pørsonal Testimonials :
A Little Ligþt Along the Wuy

things were goue. God had taken
them away and had placed me here
without distractions. My life was reduced to absolute basics. . . ."
Reading Joni witl.rout askitrg
yourself questious must be almost

impossible. "Would

my faitli

be

strong enough to withstaud the loss
of the use of my body?"
"Could I accept the fact that I
would be totally dependent on other

people without being able to do
veiy much iu returtr?"
"Could I learn to use the abilities teft to me, rather than remaining bitter?"
Joni eve¡rtually begins to look

By Bobbie I'ee HolleY
Readers are invited lo subm¡t reviews to Mrs Holley'
at 1508 Ephesus Church Rd.' Chapel Hill,
North Caroltna 27514.

for ways to

The first person story, the spiritual "true confession," the
testimonial, comprise a popular genre of current religious writ'
ing. While maly such books are flawed by over-sentimentality,
a too-easy gl:ace, or spiritual navel-gazing, others shed a littìe
Iight atong the way. In their messages we find our own struggles.
They ring true.
Although none of them probe the depths of life and faith as,
for instance, C. S. Lewis' Surprised by Joy or Harry Emerson
Fosdick's The Liuirzg of These l)ays, the three books reviewed
this month have words of comfort and hope. Although the three
women who tell their stories are faced with obstacles perhaps
above the normal reach of everyday life for most of us, they yet
speak to our o\¡/n strivrngs to live by faith. Their stories, as ours'
are not complete. Life goes on. The wind will howl again and
there witl always be new lands to live in. There will always be
the struggles; but out of them can come renewal of faith and
new inroads into life with Christ.
Ann Paylor, the reviewer, is a reporter fot The Waynesuille
Mountqineer in Waynesville, North Carolina, and a member of
the Silva Church of Christ.

express herself,'to share
the reality of Christ, with others. By
holding a pen with her mouth, she
is able to draw-a pastime which becomes a career.

to turn her ltandicap
advantage, using it as a
means of reaching the other broken
She learns

into an

people i¡r the rvorld.
Jot'Li

is a fascinating

accounÙ

of

one wotnan's struggle to come lo
grips with life when all the comforts
have been renroved, It deals with
the tragedy of taking life's blessings
for granted.

Perhaps the greatest lessous to
be learned trom Joni are the practice of thankfulness and a sense of
perspective in which tlte things of
this world-eveu our bodies-are not
the lasting treasures we sometimes
see them to be.

The Wirrd Is l{owling I¡y Ayaleo

Joni by Joni

Earecleson (Grand
Rapids, Mich.: Zonderuan Publish'
ing lIouse, 1976), 228 pp., $2.95

paperback.

seventeen-year-old girl loses
the use of l,er arms and legs in a
diving accidenf. She is transformed
in seconds from a life of activity to
one in whicl-r she can otrly move her

A

neck aud head.

That's where the story of J<l¡ii
(say it like Johnny) Eareckson be-

gins, The accoutrt concerìts her struggle to find some purpose in a life of

total dependency.
Anger, cottfusion, depressiou,
and, finally, ho¡re parade through
the pages. Patient friends and fat'¡r'

ily

membeis spend hours trYittg to

comfort Joni with Bible
and prayer.

"I

2A

passages

was angry that mY life had

S2

been reduced to the basics of eating, breathing, and,sleeping-day in

and day out," Jopi writes. "But
what I discovered rvas that the rest
of ùhe human tace was in the same
boat. Their lives revolved around
the same meauingless cycle-except

with them, iÍ wasn't as obvious.

Peripheral things dislracted them
from the fact that they were caught
on the sarne treadmill. 'Iheir jobs,
school, families, and recreatiou occupied them enough so they ttever

conscionsly recognized that their
lives were the same as mine-eating,

breathing, sleeping.
"And slowly I becatne aware of
God's interest in me. I was some

sort of 'costnic guinea pig'*-a representative of the humau race oll
whom truth could be lested. All

the distracLions, traPPings,

and

Miura, lranslaLed and abridged by

Valerie Grilfitlts (Downers Groue,
lnteruarsrly Press, 1977): 190

|il.;
PP.,

8 3. 9

5 ¡taPer bac

"Now I

lz.

am seeking only

otre

thing-a rvorld that is peaceful forever-but there are too many qttestion marks."
Ayako Miura, Japanese novelist
and poet, readily admits her confu.
sion at life's questions, but she reruses ûo ignore thern. Her a[tempts
to worl< through thc problems of
physical pain and rnental suffering
make lrer autobiography, 'l'he Wind
Is lTowlittg, a seusitive statement of
the power of Cltrist.

lìidden with tuberculosis

and

convinced lha{. lifc has tto tncanittg.
especially in post"World War II Japan, Ayako is first touched by the
kindness of her suitor, T'adashi Mae-
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kawa, who exemplifies Christian
love in his unselfish service to others.

Looking back on her relation-

ship with Maekawa, Ayako writes:

Even though

I

was in such a cha-

otic state, the decision to
searching

begin

I had at
least begun to look for something.
been meaningless. Now

Ayako's search is not an

easy

one, nor do her revelations come
quickly. The book covers a period
of some fourteen years, during
which she is in and out of hospitals
and spends more than a year lying
flat in a plaster cast cocoon from
neck to hips.
Accounts

of

the external events

Ayako's life-hospital

stays,

friendships and the beginning of her
writing career-are mingled with details of her inner journey. Descriptions of spiritual insights are just as
real as the matter-of-fact "I coughed
up blood this morning and my temperature rose."

The reader is constantly

And with the honesty of both

de-

scriptions.
Ayako's observations on her spiritual journey are sprinkled throughout the book. sometimes in prose,
sometimes in the delicate phrases of
Japanese poetry. At intervals they
flash out across time and space and
national boundaries, confronting the
reader with ideas that are perhaps
too often overlooked.
For example, when churchgoers
rejected Ayako and gossiped about
her, she took it as a lesson concerning the nature of the church, rather
than as a personal affront:
Unless people seek God without
expecting anything from others,
they may be driven to despair. As

I

had already despaired of myself
more than anybody else, from l,hat
tirne to l,his I have never wanted
to leave the church on account of
other people.
Examining the soul is a painful
process for Ayako:
s-uddenly becalne afraid

.

of

rnywãs

Supposing the trouble
lacked all consciousness of
sin? A murderer would not care, a
self

that

I

thief would have no

pangs of conscience, and in the same way I also
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Maekawa's patience and the tenderness of Mitsuyo Miura, whom
Ayako later married, tuned Ayako's
thoughts to the impact each person
has on the lives of others. "I could
not help wondering how often one

unwittingly wounded others

and

made them suffer. . . . Whata humbling thought, that inescapably we
influence the lives of others by our
very existence."

The tentative questioning, the

"I

could not help but wonder" phrases,
the expressions of appreciation for
friends-all these qualities make
The Wind Is Howling a pleasant
book to read. But perhaps the greatest service Mrs. Miura has performed
is the way her book serves as a mag-

nifying glass on the lives of her

readers.

im-

pressed with the interweaving of
bodily sickness and spiritual healing.

I

gun to understand the significance
of the crucifixion of Jesus Christ.

for something, anyway,

was for me a reality. Ever since the
war I had been unable to believe in
anything and as a result life had

in

felt no grief for wounding another
I began wondering whether it was not the
greatest sin of all to be unaware of
one's sin. And then I felt I had beperson by my actions.

able to adjust to life in a different
culture. "l had to go alone-without
my fiance to continually shield me,

to interpret life in his country for
me or to initiate all my friendships."

Adwoa finds a teaching position

in Ghana and settles in to discover
what Kwadwo's native land is like.
Her goals are complicated by the
fact that teaching religion is a part
of her duties.

She finds herself chok-

ing with "the religion

of

prohibi-

tion," a "narrow, distorted Christianity" to which the students have
been exposed. Joining the Scripture

Union (SU) fellowship of which she
had been a part back in Berkeley,
she, "the white missionary lady," is
immediately propelled to leadership.

After one of her first experiences in
handling the group, she writes
Kwadwo:

It

was helpful to remind myself
that throughout history he (God)

has often chosen people to do cer-

tain tasks for which they feel illprepared. I'm not the first one,
anyhow!"
She confesses that this new role
"precipitated a necessary crisis in
my own spiritual life."

A New Land to Live In, by Francislee Osseo-Asøre ( Downers Groue,
Ill.: Interuarsity Press, 1977): 159
pp., 83.95 pøperback.
Choosing a marriage partner is a

serious and complicated decision
under even the most agreeable cir-

cumstances. Every couple must
work out problems ranging from
communications and lifestyles to
budgeting and in-laws.

But the adjustments are multiplied when the two persons considering marriage are of different nationalities and races. ln A New Land
to Liue 1¡r Francislee Osseo-Asare
pulls entries from her journal and
letters to her fiance, Kwadwo, to
recount the ups and downs of her
search for God's guidattce in making
the decision to marry in the face of
what could prove to be overwhelming complexities.

Francislee, or Adwoa

(her
adopted African name), embarks for
Ghana, while Kwadwo continues his

graduate work at the University of
California at Berkeley. She knows
that her fiance is committed to return to Africa when he finishes his

studies and is determined to discover whether or not she will be

Along the path to familiarity
with Ghanian customs, Adwoa is
accompanied by her own spiritual
turmoil and the problems of making the Christian faith real and
meaningful to her students. She
picks up an awareness of God's
working in her life. The honesty of
her letters and joumal entries extends lrom the trials and joys of
trying to cope with a foreign culture to the spiritual insights she has
gained.

A New Land lo Liue In offers a
fresh perspective on the spread of
Christianity across cultural lines, em-

phasizes the concept of seeking
God's guidance for the major decisions of life and the importance of
waiting on answers, and provides an
inspirational story of one woman's
struggle to find God's purpose for

her life. Yet the book somehow

seems disjointed. The reader glides

through more than 100 pages of description of life in Ghana and of
Adwoa's efforts to cope with change.

Everything seems to be working out.
Then, suddenly, letters from
Kwadwo and entries from his journal are interspersed with Adwoa's

writing and a dark cloud of

ques-

tioning bursts forth. The doubts and
fears expressed are real enough, but
93
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the reader is confused as to whether
these all sprang up at once or if they
were expressed in earlier letters that
haven't been recorded in the book.
When all is said and done, differ'

ences are worked out and Adwoa
and Kwadwo decide to marry.
Kwadwo explains the decision this
\4¡ay: "\rye just have to live for
Christ and leave it to people to
make whatever kinds of judgments

Different Ball Parks

As I read Grady James Robinson's article on Dodger theology
(August issue),I appreciated his willingness to ask questions and his experiences in people-dynamics. Yet,
I kept wondering, "Where's he coming down-what's the bottom line?"
By the time I finished the article I
realized that he wasn't coming down,
that it was a question-raising article
and not a declarative type. That's

legitimate, I think, but I couldn't
help thinking that his comparisons
and their implied conclusions were
for the most part disconnected from
the issues raised in the article.
While there may be similarities
between athletic competition and
church life, this does not in any way
put them in the same ball park (par'
don the expression). We cannot afford to judge things solely on the
basis of appearance or an immediate, measurable result.
The observation that athletic ties
are often stronger than church ties
may speak more to the quality and

depth of commitment to each than

to the ultimate

superiority of one

over the other. The use of the same
words, examples, and phrases to describe two philosophies distinct be-

tween themselves does not necessitate perceiving them to be on the
same level. One may love apple pie

with ice cream; but the use of the
\4rord "love" in that sense does not
mean that any other use of the
word is limited to the same level of
appreciation as one's "love" of ice
cream. The fact that ball game excitement and religious enthusiasm
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they wish to make. We shall have
to learn to take our disciPleshiP
very seriously atrd live it out very
seriously."

A New Land to Liue In con'
cludes with a happy beginning for
two people who have mastered some
problems and who are willing to
grapple with new ones.
One question lingers: How have
things worked out since the mar-

are both cathartic and trigger the

same physiological mechanisms
makes them neither identical nor
co-equal.
We must see deeper than the appearance of things with the wisdom
taught by the Spirit of God (1 Cor.

riage'Ì 'l'he book cover says, "Francislee Osseo-Asare is a writer living

in Pennsylvania with her husband."

What happened to Kwadwo's determination to return to Ghana after
completing his fornral education in
the United States? An update on
Kwadwo and Adwoa's continued
efforts to dedicate themselves to
God and to each other would have
made an interesting conclusion. I

the members of a team give themselves

to the playing of the game.
David King
Irving, Texas

Positive, lntelligent
Never have

I

been so amazed to

2:6-16). This especially relates to
the presumed correlation between
Christianity and the winner-success
ethic. To the world, Jesus was a

find, as I've read through the three
issues of Mission I recentlv received,
such a positive, intelligent approach

small-time religious fanatic who got
hanged for his efforts (definitely not
a winner), who was long on talk,

undertaken is treated with compassion and understanding for the Chris-

but when it came to a fightcouldn't
even command the loyalty of the
hand-picked followers who had been

with him from the beginning. He
was a loser, hung on a cross with
bandits; that's the way it looked to
the world. The success ethic which
has been imposed upon our spiritual
value system should be judged in

the light of Jesus' call, "Come die
with me." So where does that leave
the regime of Success Unlimited?

The unity of all things in God
allows us the continuing confirmation of his nature in that we can

perceive within the circumstances
and experiences of our lives "a shadow of the good things to cotne"

(Heb. 10:1). And so we should at
every opportunity take lessons from
life around us. The bond of fellow-

ship which grows from the

shared

experience of athletic competition
should serve as an inspiration to us
as we consider how much fuller the
Spirit of God could make our lives
if only we would give ourselves as
fully to the shared experience of
grace and commitment

in Jesus as

to

Christian living. Each subject

tian's plight today. Very few

are

courageous enougll to approach unpopular, though pertinent, subjects
such as are covered in your journal.

Being an independent Baptist, I

am not knowledgeable concerning
Church of Christ doctrine. However,
I am familiar with the traditional,

dogmatic doctrines of many Protestant denominations.
It has been my pleasttre, sittce
moving to Abilene two years ago,
to be approached by several sincere
and caring Church of Christ members who have been a real witness
with actions before words. It is refreshing to find Christians who are
striving to master Christ-like attitudes toward their fellow tnan. It's
also encouraging to Christians like
myself, who are not as solidly
founded as desirable, to read and
apply the understanding of the Scriptures through the good articles in

Mission.

Just an expression of gratitude

from

a "bom-again believer" who is

beginning to see the light.
Sue Drumheller
Â.bilene, Texas
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CURR€N
Recently I shuddered to learn thai an African
Christian had been killed because he would not abandon his beliefs. Sometimes such a story brings a thrill
of admiration. What stunned me this time was the
revelation that the belief in question was whether he
should drinle a beer. A group of Lhugs tried to force
him to do so, but he stuck by his convictions, and
they beat him to death. The rninister reporting the
story eulogized the African for his willingness to die
for the faith.
Now, I am so nearly a teetotaller that I embarrass
my liberal friends. But I shudder to think that such
an issue was held up as a line between saints and
sinners-a line worih dying for. I wanted to scream
that the game be stopped long enough to ask whether
we are playing for the same prize, and by the same
rules. I was aghast at whai this kind of value structure
means for the man's family and loved ones who have
given him up for a cause that escapes me.

The battle line chosen seems to trivialize the very
which might otherwise penetrate even the
hearts of the murderous hooligans. It is like the medieval Russian archbishop caught up in the argument,
urgent to him, of whether the sign of the cross should
be made with two fingers or three. He led thousands
to their death screaming the battle cry, "Come and
clie for the sign of the two-fingered cross!" The point
message

of

dispute looms so ìudicrously out

of proportion

that ii obscures the larger cause.
The tragedy is that, as Bonhoeffer said, the call of
Christ ¿'s a call to "come and die." Ilut for no beer, or
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SOMETHING
TO DIE FOR

for a two- or three-fingered sign? In a world where
the vacuum of meaning makes many long for something to which to give their lives, such a challenge is
sickeningly petty. Even in American Churches of
Christ, whose missions spawned this account, thousands are reacting so sharply to misplaced loyalties
and unworthy challenges that they drift into cheap
grace, easy compromise, and undisciplined lives. Have
we no better calls to renewed commitment than tiny
squeaks about eating and drinking? If so, God leave
us unchallenged.
We should rather be proclaiming that even in times
and climes where believers are not persecuted the
faith is worth tiuin! for, and that this takes discipline.
We should be joining even the life or death battles
against paganism and unbelief, instead of th'ose where
the stakes are so paltry.

I

do not know the African's culture. I suppose it

is

possible that beer-drinking is a sure sign of pagan worship, like eating meat in Corinth. If so, perhaps I can
change my shudder back to a thrill. But I suspect that
the story represents ihe violation not of a standard

indigenous to African Christianity, but to puritanical
missions from the southern U. S. If so, the incident
stands as â sorry monument for which we cannot shed
enough tears, and from which we cannot recoil with
sufficient horror.
Tell it not in Gath, publish it not in the streets of
Ashkelon, lest ihe daughters of ihe Philistines rejoice,
lest the daughters of the uncircumcised exult. And
lest Chrisiianity become one more great cause lost
bY small

men'

*RD
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